3 Simple Steps to Creating Miracles and Magic in Your Life

By Tamaey Gottuso, PhD
What’s it going to take to finally live the life you have always dreamed for yourself?

I’ve been inundated with email requests asking for more Law of Attraction training so that’s exactly what you’re going to get today.

We all want to know how to create the life of our dreams. We all want to live a life of fulfillment, joy, loving relationships and financial abundance. So HOW do we do it? How is it that some people are living abundance in all areas of life and some are not?

I’ll tell you in 3 simple steps!
We’re all good at this step. Asking all day long every day, we’re asking. It doesn’t have to be verbally. We’re asking subconsciously anytime we see something that we’d like to experience in our lives. It includes every awareness from the moment you wake up until the moment you go to sleep.

When you see something that appeals to you, you send out a YES vibration, a *feel good* vibration which tell the Universe YES I want that but the same holds true when you witness something you don’t want. You also send out a vibration, a *negative vibration* which also tells the Universe YES I want that.

**The Universe is Always, Always Saying Yes!**

See the Universe doesn’t really care what dreams and goals you have. I know, it sounds harsh and heartless but it’s true. The Universe is simply responding to what *vibration* you are putting out there, the Universe is neutral. Like vibration attracts like vibration, it’s that simple.

If you’re sending out positive vibes then what’s coming back to you is also positive, a perfect match. If what you are observing excites you then you create a magnetic affect, a magnetic pull that will attract that particular thing into your life without pushing, striving working for it or forcing. It will show up effortlessly and most time, when you least expect it.
In short, Ask and Ye’ Shall Receive. You get EVERY thing you ask for, literally.

This is the hiccup for most, we don’t ALLOW everything that we subconsciously believe we want to manifest in Divine timing. Did you catch that?

There are 2 parts to this.

#1 What you consciously believe you want and what you subconsciously really want may be two different things. In example, you might think you want to spend 6 months traveling the globe trekking from country to country living the good life while your subconscious minds might be saying ‘yes that sounds great but I really love home’. Can you see the misalignment?

#2 Lets say what you want consciously and subconsciously are a match but you’re impatient. You expect what you’ve asked for to show up immediately or shortly after you’ve put the request out there and when it doesn’t show up fast enough you give up, you say the Law of Attraction doesn’t work.
Everything you have ever wanted and that’s in alignment with the highest good of your soul and its evolution will show up at exactly the right time for you. All you have to do is believe it will. You have to know for certainly that it will, this is the dis-connect for most. Most don’t really believe that they can have everything they’ve ever desired.

The life that you’re living right now is the indicator of where you vibrating. If your life is filled with struggle and strife, lack and limitation that’s the vibration resonance you are offering the Universe. Remember, you get exactly what you put out there.

Remember this, you reap what you sow. Plant the seeds. See the seeds deeply rooted in the ground. See the plant growing and flourishing. Feel the gratitude and excitement for the seeds that you’ve planted. Once you’ve filled your heart with gratitude, love and thanksgiving for the fruit you’re about to bear, let it go. You don’t have to monitor the seed. You don’t have to keep showing up to see if the seed grew today, just know it has and in time it will blossom into a plentiful harvest.

I invite you to identify one area of your life that may need a little cultivating. Start small. What do you want to manifest in your life that’s believable to you?

Are you struggling to really grasp manifesting and the Law of Attraction? There are elements to the process that you may be missing and I CAN help you discover them easily. This is my gift. I’m able to see what’s holding you back from achieving anything you want in life. I CAN get you to where you want to go FAST!
If you’re **serious and ready** to manifest the life of your dreams then I invite you to book a **FREE DISCOVERY SESSION** with me today by simply emailing me directly talktotamaey@gmail.com and I will personally respond to setup your FREE session. This call is only for those people who are **open and coachable and ready** to invest in themselves to live an extraordinary life starting today!

I’m committed to standing by you and for you to get you to where you want to go!

It may not be easy but it **WILL** be worth it!

Manifesting is not hard, you just gotta’ know how to play the game. You gotta’ know the rules.

Are you ready?? Are you really ready to step into who you are and why you are here? The dreams you have for yourself mean something!

Pause...

The dreams you have for yourself mean something. You could NOT dream what you dream if those dreams didn’t hold the clues to your life and the reason why you are here. Your dreams, your wishes, your purpose, your passions are ALL waiting for you to connect with them.

**ARE YOU READY TO MANIFEST MIRACLES AND MAGIC IN YOUR LIFE??**